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Human tra�cking is in the third place on the black market in terms of pro�t after drug
and arms tra�cking. The international community has recognized the problem of human
tra�cking as one of the most critical and demanding consolidation of e�orts of the law
enforcement bodies in many countries. In recent years, in Russia there were revealed dozens
of criminal groups involved in the recruitment of Russian citizens for sexual exploitation in
Western Europe and the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Moreover in Russia, thousands of
people are reported as missing. Last year more than 62,000 persons were the search; it is
possible that many of them have been sold abroad.[1]

Obviously, the most important link in the chain of human tra�cking is victims, who have
chosen not casually.

In the risk group get the children and adolescents up to 18 years, young people of 18-25
years, and people with low levels of education, by occupation - the unemployed, living doing
odd jobs. Thus, the victims of trade are the socially unprotected persons wishing to improve
their �nancial situation rapidly. Most victims of tra�cking are women and underage girls.

At present, our country is seen as both a supplier of "live goods and its buyer, because
every year the Russian border crossing about 20 million people and the internal a�airs bodies
control the residence of only 1.5 million foreign citizens and persons without citizenship. Each
third person who has arrived in large city in searches of work is exposed to psychological or
sexual violence. The most terrible thing in this situation is that anybody from these �workers�
does not appeal to police, does not write the pleading to O�ce of Public Prosecutor. . .

At present, our country is seen as both a supplier of "live goods and his buyer , because
every year the Russian border crossing about 20 million people, and the internal a�airs
bodies control the stay of only 1.5 million foreign citizens and persons without citizenship.

One in three people who came to the big city in search of work is the subject to
psychological or sexual abuse. The worst thing in this situation is that none of these workers
does not go to the police, does not �le a claim to the prosecutor. Most of them resigned to
his fate. They agree to be exploit. Referring to the police, the labor slaves at risk of being
imprisoned.

"Know-how"in recent years is kidnapping for transplants and illegal adoption .

Thus the organizer of the newborns sale was identi�ed from the maternity hospitals
of Derbent city, Makhachkala city and Khasavyurt city in the Republic of Dagestan. As
documented conversation of Amaeva U.B. (accomplice-intermediary) with Biytimirova M.M.
in the Khasavyurt's "Central Hospital [2] the mentioned employee saying about the Derbent
city's maternities, Makhachkala's maternities, points out the connections with o�cials of
health of these cities, where you can order a child for sale. In this case, the children's
parents are misled about the existing children of serious pathological disorders are not
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compatible with life, with the intention of presenting their "refusal"of children. According
to the operative data Amaeva UB has sold more than eight (8) children.

It is revealed that the purchase of a newborn baby with the necessary set of documents
(birth certi�cate) with the name of "the future mother "costs 400 thousand rubles, of which
50 thousand rubles, the cost of document preparation services .

It's prosecuted under the Art. 127.1 of the Criminal Code ( tra�cking in persons) point
"b "of the part 2. And no matter how it was sad it's not an isolated case. In the airport of
Makhachkala city at the border control were arrested two habitants of Kabardino -Balkaria -
Tatiana Spiridonova and Olga Doronina. The women had �ight tickets Makhachkala - Sharjah
(UAE). It was found that the two girls were fraudulently imported from Prokhladnyj city
by the Dagestan habitant Larissa Batova. From UAE the captives were to be transferred to
Bahrain and sold into slavery, where they had to work for 20 thousand dollars as a prostitute
.

At the same day, the police o�cers apprehended Larissa Batova and her accomplice - an
employee of the Ministry of Interior A�airs of the Kabardino-Balkariya Ruslan Serebrjakov
at the airport - . According to the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation on
the Republic of Dagestan the both suspects were members of an organized criminal group
engaged in human tra�cking and the smuggling of Russian citizens abroad.[3]

And I just wanted to say about the social mechanisms which exist in Russia. Coalition
"Angel an association of 46 non-governmental organizations in the territory of the Russian
Federation and 7 countries of the ÑÍÃ, and operating since 1999. Association registered in St.
Petersburg with a representative o�ce in Moscow. The mission of the coalition "Angel"is the
prevention of human tra�cking through research, education campaigns, training, assistance,
repatriation and rehabilitation of victims. Within coalition activity "Angel"in 6 cities was
carried out campaign for human tra�cking prevention with telephone hotline use. More than
1500 calls arrived. Coalition "Angel"has 13 shelters in Russia, one of them - in Petrozavodsk.
In these shelters is a real help to victims of human tra�cking: medical, psychological and
legal. They get a full rehabilitation. To women � victims of human tra�cking help to get an
education for their restoration in the social environment[4]

The creation of such centers will be the �rst stage in assistance to already injured citizens
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